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Abstract
Introduction: It is still unclear whether platelet count can predict the outcomes of acute
myocardial infarction. In this study, we assessed the relationship between the initial platelet
count on the degree of ST-segment depression and coronary flow rate among patients with MI
who underwent percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).
Methods: In this study, a total of 218 patients suffering from MI, who underwent primary PCI
during 2016-2017 (Seyed-Shohada hospital, Urmia, Iran) were selected by consensus method.
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Demographic information and past medical history such as diabetes mellitus (DM), cigarette
Published online 30 Septemeber 2020 smoking, using Integrilin, and door-to-balloon (DTB) time were recorded. All patients were
investigated in terms of cell blood count. Serial electrocardiogram (ECG) was also performed
and the degree of ST-segment elevation was measured.
Results: The mean (SD) age of participants was 58.67 (11.44) years. The initial platelet count
was similar between patients with and without improvement in the ST-segment (P = 0.275). There
was no significant difference regarding thrombolysis in myocardial infarction (TIMI) between
patients with and without improved ST-segment (P = 0.380).
Conclusion: According to our results, the initial platelet count in patients who underwent
angioplasty was not associated with coronary flow and echocardiographic responses to
treatment.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the
most common causes of death worldwide.1
Despite the progresses in diagnosis and
treatment, CVDs are still main health
problems in developed and developing
countries. Prevalence of myocardial
infarction (MI) has been increased in
Iran during the last decade.2 During MI,
unstable vascular plaques rupture occurs
leading to platelet reactions and different
degrees of thrombosis, which is responsible
for clinical complications in short time.3
Anti-platelet therapies have had clinical
benefits in patients with MI. The initial
measurement of platelet count during the
first stages of the MI has been suggested

as a suitable criterion for predicting the
response to fibrinolytic agents.4,5
Coronary angiography which is the
standard diagnostic method for coronary
disorders helps to select the best
choices of pharmaceutical and surgical
treatments, such as percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI) and bypass surgery.6
These interventional procedures are
applied in combination with anti-platelet
and anti-coagulant therapy in patients
with and without ST-segment elevation
to prevent thrombosis in the site of
intervention.7 The association between
platelet count and acute MI outcomes has
been controversial.8,9 The thrombolysis
in myocardial infarction (TIMI) which is
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usually used for assessment of the degree of coronary flow
indicates the speed and amount of the contrast material
transmitted through coronary vessels.10 Accordingly, this
study was carried out to investigate whether the initial
platelet count can be a predictor for improvements of the
ST-segment and TIMI after PCI.

subjects were male. During the treatment, 198 (90.83%)
patients experienced more than 50% depression in STsegment, while 20 (9.18%) remained with less than
50% ST-segment depression. There was a significant
difference in gender distribution between patients with
or without >50% ST-depression, and females showed
more pronounced depression rate (Table 1, 18.18% vs 0,
P = 0.051). A higher desirable DTB time was observed in
patients with >50% ST-depression (88.89 vs 65, P = 0.008).
Regarding other demographic and clinical factors, no
difference was observed between the two groups.
As illustrated in Table 2, no statistically significant
difference was observed between patients with and
without desired ST-segment depression in terms of platelet
count (P = 0.275). The crude and adjusted (controlling
for gender, DTB time, and type of MI) odds ratios for
200 000-300 000 platelet count were 2.09 (P = 0.131) and
1.78 (P = 0.368), respectively. In addition, crude and
adjusted (controlling for gender, DTB time, and type of
MI) odds ratios for platelet count more than 300 000 were
2.94 (P = 0.316) and 2.34 (P = 0.767), respectively.
At the end of the study, 161 (73.85%) patients achieved

Materials and Methods
Participants
Patients with acute MI, who underwent PCI during
2016-2017 in Seyed-Shohada hospital, Urmia, Iran, were
entered into the study by consensus method. Patients
received thrombolytics and those without indication for
stent replacement (based on angiographic results) were
excluded from the study. After providing an informed
consent, a pre-designed checklist including such
information as gender, age, history of diabetes mellitus
(DM), cigarette smoking, use of Integrilin, and door-toballoon (DTB) time was completed. Then, a blood sample
was collected from each patient and complete blood cell
count was measured. 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG)
was conducted and type of MI, as well as the degree of STsegment elevation were measured. After confirming by a
team of interventional cardiologists, patients underwent
primary PCI. Platelet count and the degree of ST-segment
depression during the treatment were recorded from
the hospital files. In addition, the angiographic results
of all patients were reviewed by another interventional
cardiologist, who was blinded to the baseline information
of the patients to determine the degree of TIMI.

Table 1. Characteristics of Patients with Various Degrees of ST-Segment
Depression
ST Depression %
Factors

Gender

Statistical Methods
Data were described by mean (standard deviation).
Categorical and continuous variables were compared
between the study groups using chi-square test or t test,
respectively. The association between platelet count and
the investigated outcomes (ST-depression and TIMI) was
determined using logistic regression models controlling
the effect of potential confounders. STATA software
version 14.1 was used for statistical analysis. P-value less
than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

<50, n=20
No. (%)

No. (%)

Male

20 (100)

162 (81.82)

Female

0 (0)

36 (18.18)

No

11 (55)

101 (51.01)

Yes

9 (45)

97 (48.99)

<90

13 (65)

176 (88.89)

>90

7(35)

22 (11.11)

Smoking
Door-toballoon

P Value

0.051

0.734

0.008

No

15 (75)

166 (83.84)

Yes

5 (25)

32 (16.16)

Anterior

14 (70)

100 (50.51)

Inferior

6 (30)

98 (49.49)

No

13 (65)

126 (63.64)

Yes

7 (35)

72 (36.36)

57.65 (10.10)

58.78 (11.59)

0.676

212 (51.89)

225 (59)

0.285

95% CI

Adjusted OR
(P Value)

95% CI

2.09
(0.131)

0.80-5.45

1.78
(0.368)

0.59-5.57

2.94
(0.316)

0.36-24.25

2.34
(0.767)

0.27-113

Diabetes

MI type

Integrilin use

Results
Totally, 218 patients (age range: 33-88 years) were
investigated in this study. The mean (SD) age of
participants was 58.67 (11.44) years, and 182 (83.49%)

>50, n=198

Age Mean (SD)
Platelet count mean (SD)

0.316

0.096

>0.99

Table 2: Crude and Adjusted Associations Between Initial Platelet Count and the Degree of ST-Segment Depression
SD Depression

Variable
<200
PLT count
(*1000/µ)

<50

>50

11 (55)

71 (35.86)

200-300

8 (40)

108 (54)

>300

1 (5)

19 (9.60)

P Value

Crude OR
(P Value)
1

0.275

1
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of the treatment. Moreover, the platelet count was not
different between patients with desired and low TIMI
grades.
Ly et al showed that high platelet count during MI
led to ST elevation and poor clinical outcomes such as
death, recurrent MI, and congestive heart failure.11 The
study carried out by Nikolsky et al demonstrated that the
success rate of PCI was independent of the platelet count,
but the incidence of thrombosis was constantly increased
by platelet count elevation. They observed higher annual
mortality rate (P = 0.02) or re-infarction (P < 0.001) among
patients with platelet count more than 234 000 compared
to those with lower counts.12 Both of the mentioned studies
had longer follow-up times, which could be a reason for
difference in those results with the findings of the current
study. It seems that platelet count is not associated with
the short-term angiographic and electrocardiographic
outcomes in patients with MI, but it can be a predictor
for success rates in long term. However, similar to our
findings, Sharif et al reported no difference of coronary
blood flow and ST-segment depression between patients
with different platelet counts; but those with platelet count
more than 400 000 had poorer myocardial perfusion and
lower ejection fraction. The best myocardial perfusion
was found in platelet count less than 200 000.13 Finally,
Kaplan et al showed significant relationship between
high platelet count and low TIMI and high mortality rate,
indicating the ability of the platelets in prediction of the
angiographic outcomes of MI patients receiving PCI.14
The association between mean platelet volume and shortterm/long-term consequences of MI has been investigated
by several studies that have reported controversial
results.15,16 Other researchers have investigated the
relationship between other platelet indices and severity of
the coronary artery diseases. For example, Verdoia et al
reported that immature platelet fraction was not associated
with occurrence and severity of the coronary disorders.17
Platelets have critical role in coronary thrombosis and
related diseases.18 Thus, different platelet indices have
been assessed as predictors of coronary disorders, which
revealed various results. A reason for such controversies is
that these parameters are related with thrombopoiesis and
other characteristics, such as age and DM, and do not act
as independent risk factors.
The main limitation of the current study is its short
follow-up time, which should be considered in future
studies.

Table 3. Characteristics of Patients with Various Degrees of Thrombolysis in
Myocardial Infarction (TIMI)
TIMI Degree

Gender

Smoking

DTB

DM

MI type

Integrilin use

P Value

III, n=161

II, n=57

No. (%)

No. (%)

Male

134 (83.23)

48 (84.21)

Female

27 (16.77)

9 (15.79)

No

76 (47.20)

36 (63.16)

Yes

85 (52.80)

21 (36.84)

<90

153 (95.03)

36 (63.16)

>90

8 (4.97)

21 (36.84)

No

128 (79.50)

53 (92.98)

Yes

33 (20.50)

4 (7.02)

Anterior

71 (44.10)

43 (75.44)

Inferior

90 (55.90)

14 (24.56)

No

109 (67.70)

30 (52.63)

Yes

52 (32.30)

27 (47.37)

58.78 (11.13)

58.36 (12.40)

0.811

227 (61)

213 (48)

0.238

Factors

Age (y), Mean (SD)
PLT count (*1000) Mean (SD)

0.834

0.038

<0.001

0.023

<0.001

0.042

grade III thrombolysis, of whom 57 (26.15%) subjects
showed grade II thrombolysis. Frequency of cigarette
smoking (P = 0.038), DM (P = 0.023), and inferior
type of MI (P < 0.001) among patients with grade III
thrombolysis was higher than those in patients with grade
II thrombolysis. On the other hand, patients with grade
III thrombolysis had lower DTB time (P < 0.001) and
Integrilin consumption (P = 0.042). Other factors were
the same between the two groups (Table 3).
As can be seen in Table 4, there was no significant
difference between patients with and without desired
TIMI degree regarding platelet count (P = 0.380). The
crude and adjusted (controlling for smoking, DTB time,
DM, Integrilin use, and type of MI) odds ratios for platelet
count of 200 000-300 000 were 0.76 (P = 0.394) and 0.70
(P = 0.354), respectively. The corresponding odds ratios
for platelet count more than 300 000 were 0.40 (P = 0.175)
and 0.28 (P = 0.111), respectively.
Discussion
We observed no significant difference in platelet count of
patients who underwent PCI with desired depression of
the ST-segment in comparison with patients who did not
show improvement in the ST-segment at the beginning

Table 4. Crude and Adjusted Associations Between Initial Platelet Count and the Degree of Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction (TIMI)
TIMI Degree

Factors
<200
PLT count
(*1000)

200-300
>300

116

II

III

25(43.86)

57(35.40)

29(50.88)

87(54.04)

3(5.26)

17(10.56)

P Value

0.380

Crude OR
(P Value)

95% CI

Adjusted OR (P
Value)

1

1

0.76
(0.394)
0.40
(0.175)

0.70
(0.354)
0.28
(0.111)
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0.40-1.43
0.11-1.50

95% CI

0.33-1.48
0.06-1.34
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Conclusion
Our results proved that platelet count cannot be
considered as a predictor for electrocardiographic and
coronary flow outcomes after PCI.
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